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Abstract. New comparisons between the square of the gen-
eralized potential refractive index gradient M2, estimated
from the very high-frequency (VHF) Middle and Upper At-
mosphere (MU) Radar, located at Shigaraki, Japan, and un-
manned aerial vehicle (UAV) measurements are presented.
These comparisons were performed at unprecedented tem-
poral and range resolutions (1–4 min and ∼ 20 m, respec-
tively) in the altitude range ∼ 1.27–4.5 km from simultane-
ous and nearly collocated measurements made during the
ShUREX (Shigaraki UAV-Radar Experiment) 2015 cam-
paign. Seven consecutive UAV flights made during daytime
on 7 June 2015 were used for this purpose. The MU Radar
was operated in range imaging mode for improving the range
resolution at vertical incidence (typically a few tens of me-
ters). The proportionality of the radar echo power to M2 is
reported for the first time at such high time and range reso-
lutions for stratified conditions for which Fresnel scatter or
a reflection mechanism is expected. In more complex fea-
tures obtained for a range of turbulent layers generated by
shear instabilities or associated with convective cloud cells,
M2 estimated from UAV data does not reproduce observed
radar echo power profiles. Proposed interpretations of this
discrepancy are presented.

Keywords. Meteorology and atmospheric dynamics (turbu-
lence)

1 Introduction

A very high-frequency (VHF) stratosphere–troposphere
radar is mainly sensitive to clear-air refractive index (hu-
midity and temperature) fluctuations on Fourier scales of a
length equal to half the radar wavelength (Bragg scale). The
backscattering mechanisms depend on the nature of the irreg-
ularities to which the radar wave is sensitive. The so-called
Bragg backscatter is expected to occur when the radar vol-
ume is totally or partially filled by turbulent irregularities
(e.g., Tatarski, 1961; Van Zandt et al., 1978). If these irreg-
ularities are isotropic on the Bragg scale, the radar returns
depend weakly on the beam directions. Under certain condi-
tions, presuming the existence of an inertial subrange, a VHF
radar can therefore be employed for retrieving the refractive
index structure constant C2

n of atmospheric turbulence (e.g.,
Nästrom and Eaton, 2001).

Fresnel backscatter is another mechanism that occurs pref-
erentially when the beam is oriented vertically due to pro-
nounced horizontal coherency of some irregularities (e.g.,
Gage and Balsley, 1980; Gage et al., 1985). For this mecha-
nism, the radar volume is assumed to be filled by a random
superposition of multiple horizontally stratified and more or
less homogeneous layers separated by thin gradient sheets
of large horizontal extent (i.e., exceeding the dimensions
of the first Fresnel zone). Fresnel backscatter can be dom-
inant near vertical incidence when there is no active turbu-
lence, i.e., when the atmosphere is statically and dynamically
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424 H. Luce et al.: Comparisons between radar- and UAV-derived M2 profiles

stable, as is often the case in the lower stratosphere (e.g.,
Röttger and Larsen, 1990). The Fresnel reflection mecha-
nism is an asymptotic form of the Fresnel scatter since it
assumes the presence of a few isolated or dominant gradi-
ent sheets in the radar volume that would cause partial re-
flection of the incident radar wave (Röttger and Liu, 1978).
While Fresnel scatter would be quite pertinent for coarse
radar range resolutions (say >∼ 150 m as is typically the
case for VHF radars), Fresnel reflection may be relevant if
high-performance radar systems are used. For example, the
Jicamarca SOUSY 53.5 MHz radar can now be operated at
a vertical resolution of 37.5 m (Woodman et al., 2007) by an
effective reduction in the transmitted pulse duration and in-
crease in the receiver bandwidth. With such a good range res-
olution, the alternation of sharp temperature gradient sheets
and weakly stratified layers, as revealed by high-resolution
temperature sensors (e.g., Dalaudier et al., 1994) or even by
the currently used 1 Hz radiosondes, can potentially be de-
tected. When transmitting longer pulses, radar imaging tech-
niques using frequency diversity can constitute alternative
means for improving the range resolution. Similar resolution
performance can be reached and isolated gradients can be
detected (e.g., Luce et al., 2010, 2017).

The real atmosphere likely involves more complex mech-
anisms than Bragg scatter and Fresnel scatter or reflection.
Many complications due to the coexistence of coherent and
turbulent irregularities on the same scales in the radar vol-
ume, varying degrees of horizontal coherence, the modu-
lation of the field by various internal waves and instabili-
ties, and so on, can make the identification of the different
types of mechanisms difficult, when the radar echoes are
not isotropic. However, soon after the development of ST
radars, concurrent measurements of atmospheric parameters
from balloons launched near radar sites have been made for
interpreting the radar echoes, with some notable successes
(e.g., Röttger and Larsen, 1990; Gage, 1990). In particular,
a large number of studies have reported a close relationship
between the echo power Pv at vertical incidence (hereafter,
Pv will refer to the echo power corrected from the range at-
tenuation effects by the product, i.e., P × z2, where P is the
echo power and z is the altitude) and the square of the verti-
cal gradient of the generalized potential refractive index M2

(Ottersten, 1969) in clear-air conditions, calculated from bal-
loon data at the vertical resolution of the radar measurements
(e.g., Röttger, 1979; Larsen and Röttger, 1983, 1985; Tsuda
et al., 1988; Hocking and Mu, 1997; Hooper and Thomas,
1998; Low et al., 1998; Hooper et al., 2004; Vaughan et
al., 1995; Luce et al., 2007; Kirkwood et al., 2010). But ra-
diosonde measurements provide “instantaneous” values only
along the path of the balloon, which tends to move as much
as a few tens of kilometers or more away from the radar due
to wind drift. In order to overcome this drawback, the radar
signals are very often averaged over periods corresponding
to the balloon flight duration in the altitude range of inter-
est (i.e., typically ∼ 30–60 min) for comparison with balloon

measurements. The results of the comparison are thus usu-
ally analyzed and interpreted only in a statistical sense.

Possible discrepancies at some individual altitudes be-
tween Pv and M2 are generally not interpreted (which is
consistent with the nature of a statistical comparison), for a
number of possible reasons: (1) there are instrumental arti-
facts, themselves of multiple origins, (2) radars and balloons
do not probe the atmosphere at the same place and same
time, (3) the model is not relevant for these altitudes. The
importance of hypothesis (2) is extremely difficult to evalu-
ate, making hypothesis (3) impossible to ascertain since it all
depends on the horizontal extent of the gradients that may be
vertical-scale dependent. In addition, tilts of the isentropic
surfaces due to baroclinic conditions or internal wave mo-
tions can produce apparent discrepancies that would not ap-
pear if altitude coordinates were replaced by the potential
temperature θ coordinates (e.g., Koishi and Shiotani, 2012).
However, hypothesis (3) could be suggested for the impor-
tant case of saturated conditions (Vaughan and Worthington,
2000). A discrepancy is indeed expected because M2 is de-
rived from the conservation of θ , which is not true for satu-
rated conditions.

The statistically close relationship between Pv and M2

reported in the literature does not provide any information
on the backscatter mechanisms if they are considered sepa-
rately. Indeed, all the aforementioned backscattering models
predict that Pv is proportional to M2, but Pv is also propor-
tional to specific parameters depending on the model (see
Appendix A):

L
4/3
O for the turbulent scatter, (1a)

F(λ)2 for the Fresnel scatter, (1b)

G(λ,1L)2 for the Fresnel reflection, (1c)

whereLO is an outer scale of turbulence defined as the largest
scale for which the turbulence is isotropic (Silverman, 1956;
Tatarski, 1961), F(λ) is a wavelength-dependent factor of
proportionality, which relates the magnitude of the λ/2 har-
monic component of M over the altitude interval 1z (e.g.,
Gage et al., 1985), andG(λ,1L) is a wavelength-dependent
factor, which is a function of the depth and the shape of the
refractive index gradient embedded within the radar volume.

It follows therefore that, for a given model and a fixedM2,
Pv can theoretically strongly vary over many decades (espe-
cially for the Fresnel reflection model, which is strongly gra-
dient shape-dependent (e.g., Woodman and Chu, 1989; Luce
et al., 1995). In addition, Fresnel and turbulent scatter can
alternately dominate in altitude depending on the local sta-
bility conditions, making it difficult, in principle, to reveal
the proportionality between Pv and M2. Despite these theo-
retical difficulties, all the aforementioned studies concluded
that Pv ∼M

2 without considering the nature of the backscat-
tering mechanism. No attempt was generally made to distin-
guish between the different mechanisms.
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In the present work, the relationship between Pv and M2

is revisited at unprecedented time and range resolutions, by
using original datasets collected from the Middle and Upper
Atmosphere (MU) Radar operating in range imaging mode
and from small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) flown in
the vicinity of the radar (Kantha et al., 2017). Atmospheric
measurements by small, low-cost UAVs have become in-
creasingly popular in recent years (e.g., van den Kroonen-
berg et al., 2008; Lawrence et al., 2008; Balsley et al., 2013;
Bonin et al., 2015; Scipion et al., 2016) because they offer
many potentials and advantages for atmospheric studies (e.g.,
Lawrence and Balsley, 2013). During a field campaign called
ShUREX (Shigaraki UAV-Radar Experiment) carried out in
June 2015 at the MU Shigaraki Observatory (Kyoto Univer-
sity, Japan), instrumented UAVs measured pressure, temper-
ature and relative humidity (PTU) and turbulence parameters
in the lower atmosphere (up to about 4–5 km) at a horizontal
distance of about 1.0 km from the MU Radar (Kantha et al.,
2017). The data collected during this campaign provides the
basis for this paper.

The present work also aims to confirm the relevance of
the range imaging technique for range resolution improve-
ment and the effectiveness of the UAV technique for prob-
ing the vertical structure of the temperature and humidity
fields. Comparisons between Pv and M2 are made at a verti-
cal sampling of 20 m and a time averaging of a few minutes
(1–4 min) of the radar measurements along the vertical path
of the UAVs from 1.275 km up to ∼ 4.5 km a.s.l. Compar-
isons at such resolutions should minimize the effects of hori-
zontal inhomogeneity of the temperature and humidity fields
when interpreting the difference between the two datasets.
We use the datasets collected on 7 June 2015 from 05:30 to
19:00 LT, during which seven consecutive UAV flights were
successfully made. The UAV trajectory was mainly a heli-
cal ascent and descent of 100–150 m diameter, near or above
the launching site so that comparisons could be made for
both ascent and descent up to ∼ 4–5 km in altitude, with lit-
tle difference in time. Three Vaisala radiosondes were also
launched simultaneously during some UAV flights. In addi-
tion, a micro-pulse lidar (MPL) was continuously operated
for cloud detection. The MPL is an autonomous laser radar
system originally developed at the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Space Flight Cen-
ter (GSFC) (Spinhirne, 1993). We used the MPL-4 system
(Sigma Space Corporation, USA) that had a measurement
wavelength of 527 nm. Data averaged over each 20 s were
acquired with a 15 m range resolution. Vertical resolution of
the lidar observation was approximately 13 m since the tele-
scope was steered 30◦ off zenith. This study makes use of the
normalized relative backscatter estimated from the raw sig-
nals as described in Campbell et al. (2002). The results of a
more detailed analysis of each flight will be described in a
separate paper.

The instruments and data processing for retrieving M2

profiles from radar UAV data are described in Sect. 2. Com-

Table 1. MU Radar parameters used during the ShUREX campaign.

Parameter

Beam directions (0◦, 0◦), (0◦, 0◦), (0◦, 0◦),
(0◦, 0◦), (0◦, 0◦), (0◦, 10◦),
(45◦, 10◦), (90◦, 10◦), (135◦,
10◦), (180◦, 10◦)

Radar frequencies (MHz) 46.00, 46.25, 46.50, 46.75,
47.00

Inter-pulse period (µs) 400
Sub-pulse duration (µs) 1
Pulse coding 16 bit optimal code
Range resolution (m) 150
Height sampling (m) 5
Number of gates 128
Coherent integration number 32
Incoherent integration number (time series)
Number of fast
Fourier transform points 128
Acquisition time (s) 16.384∗

Time sampling (s) 4.096
Nyquist frequency (Hz) 3.9063
Velocity aliasing (ms−1) 12.6

∗ Acquisition of a time series of 128 points for each direction, but the effective time
resolution is about half (∼ 8 s) due to Hanning windowing of the time series.

parison results are shown in Sect. 3, and their discussion is in
Sect. 4.

2 Instruments and data processing

2.1 The MU Radar

The MU Radar is a 46.5 MHz beam-steering Doppler pulsed
radar located at the Shigaraki MU Observatory (34.85◦ N,
136.10◦ E), Japan (Fukao et al., 1990). The radar param-
eters used during the campaign are listed in Table 1. The
radar was operating in range imaging mode when point-
ing vertically. This observational mode consists in transmit-
ting several closely spaced frequencies pulse to pulse. Dur-
ing ShUREX 2015, five equally spaced frequencies were se-
lected between 46.0 and 47.0 MHz with a sub-pulse width of
1 µs and a 16 bit optimal code. The radar parameter config-
uration used provides an effective range resolution of a few
tens of meters with the Capon processing method for a high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR; e.g., Luce et al., 2001). As an
aside to the main objectives of ShUREX, the UAV signature
in the radar echo power images could be used for confirming
this performance (Luce et al., 2017).

The radar parameters were set up so that one high-
resolution profile of the echo power at vertical incidence was
acquired from the altitude of 1.27 up to 20.465 km (a.s.l.) ev-
ery∼ 4 s at an effective time resolution of∼ 8 s (see Table 1).
The radar measurements in range imaging mode were inter-

www.ann-geophys.net/35/423/2017/ Ann. Geophys., 35, 423–441, 2017
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Table 2. Brief description of the UAV flights (7 June 2015).

UAV flight Launch time (LT) Maximum height

4 05:44:00 3.9
5 07:14:11 4.3
6 09:44:58 3.5
7 10:55:36 4.0
8 12:55:28 3.3
9 15:34:41 3.3
10 17:33:43 4.4

rupted every ∼ 35 min for a few minutes. In addition, five
oblique beams steered at 10◦ off zenith were included for es-
timating additional parameters such as horizontal winds and
wind shear and echo power aspect sensitivity at a range res-
olution of 150 m.

2.2 DataHawk UAV

The DataHawk UAVs are small (less than 1 m wingspan and
about 700 g mass), inexpensive (USD∼ 1000 to 2000) air-
planes equipped with autopilots capable of executing pre-
planned trajectories for measuring atmospheric parameters.
They use GPS for navigation. The design of the DataHawk
UAV, the characteristics of ground support components and
some data collected from these systems were described by
Lawrence and Balsley (2013) and Balsley et al. (2013).

During the campaign, the launching site was some fal-
low land located at about 1.0 km southeast from MU Radar
(Fig. 1). The UAV flights described in the present work were
flying in a helical pattern of 100–150 m diameter during as-
cent up to ∼ 4.0 km and during descent for 60–90 min de-
pending on the climb rate (typically ∼ 2 m s−1). The Data-
Hawk UAVs were equipped with multiple sensors (Kantha et
al., 2017), among which there were IMET sensors capable
of measuring pressure, temperature and relative humidity at
1 Hz. The time response of the temperature sensor is ∼ 2 s
at 1000 hPa, its resolution is less than 0.01 K and accuracy
is about 0.2 K. The time response of the humidity sensor is
∼ 2 s at 25 ◦C and 60 s at −35 ◦C; its resolution is less than
0.1 % and accuracy is about 5 %.

A total of 19 flights was made during the ShUREX 2015
campaign from 5 to 13 June. The main characteristics of the
six UAV flights made on 7 June and analyzed in the present
study are displayed in Table 2.

2.3 Estimating M2 from radar and UAV data

2.3.1 Theory

The vertical gradient M of the generalized potential refrac-
tive index used in radar signal analysis is defined for non-

saturated air as

M =−77.6× 10−6
(p
T

){N2

g
+

15 500q
T

[
N2

g

−

(
1

2q

)
dq
dz

]}
, (2)

where N2
=

g
T

(
dT
dz +0

)
is the square of the buoyancy fre-

quency, 0, the dry adiabatic lapse rate (K m−1), T , the tem-
perature (K), p, the pressure (hPa), q, the specific humidity
(g g−1), and g, the gravitational acceleration.

The various models of backscattering mechanisms suggest
the following relationship betweenM2 and radar echo power
Pv:

M2
=KP · z2

=KṖv, (3)

where z is altitude and K is a coefficient that depends on
some radar parameters but should also depend strongly on
the backscatter model used and on some salient properties
of the scatterers (see Appendix A). In contrast, all the afore-
mentioned studies performed at a vertical resolution≥ 150 m
concluded that the factor K could be considered a constant,
which depends only on radar parameters, at least to a first
approximation and from a statistical point of view. Luce
et al. (2007) performed six comparisons for stratospheric
heights (dry atmosphere) with the MU Radar in range imag-
ing mode at a vertical sampling of 50 m and found a con-
stant factor (K =−231 dB) that fitted the six case studies
made at different times of the day. The radar parameters in-
volved in Eq. (3) used for the experiment described by Luce
et al. (2007) were the same as those used during ShUREX
2015. It was thus decided to apply the same value of K to
all the comparison results presented here, even if the pro-
files were not compared with the same time averaging and
range sampling and were not gathered in the same altitude
range (which here is the lower troposphere, where humidity
contribution could dominate). The relevance of this empirical
calibration will be discussed in the results section.

2.3.2 Practical estimation methods from UAV data

Pseudo-vertical profiles of PTU sampled at a rate of 1 Hz
were used to estimate the variables necessary for applying
Eq. (2). The ascent and descent rate of the UAVs was typ-
ically 2 m s−1 so that all the PTU profiles were first resam-
pled at constant steps of 2 m. The resampled profiles were
then filtered by using a low-pass filter with a cutoff wave-
length of 40 m, so that a vertical resolution of 20 m could
be achieved for PTU data. The vertical derivatives in Eq. (2)
were obtained by using a three-point central scheme.M2 pro-
files were estimated during ascent and descent for each of the
seven UAV flights.

Ann. Geophys., 35, 423–441, 2017 www.ann-geophys.net/35/423/2017/
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Figure 1. (a) Plot of GPS positions of UAV5 with respect to MU Radar antenna location. During ascent and descent, the UAVs were flying
in a helical pattern of 100–150 m diameter. The black dot indicates the position of the MU Radar antenna array. (b) Altitude above sea level
(black; a.s.l.) vs. time plot of flight UAV5 launched at 07:14:11 LT on 7 June 2015. The blue solid and red dotted lines show the two time
intervals used for averaging the radar data at each altitude.

Figure 2. (a) Time–height plot of MPL normalized relative backscatter (counts km2 µJ−1 µs−1) from 05:30 to 19:00 LT on 7 June 2015.
(b) The corresponding image of MU Radar echo power Pv (dB, arbitrary level) at vertical incidence. The labels 4 to 10 indicate the UAV
flights, whose tracks are clearly visible as triangles in the lower part of the image.

2.3.3 Practical estimation methods from radar data

Our strategy is to compare pseudo-vertical profiles of M2
UAV

with reconstructed profiles estimated from radar echo power,
measured at a horizontal distance between UAV position and
radar volume that is as small as possible and at the same
time. The helical trajectory of the UAV from the ground up
to ∼ 5.0 km at a horizontal distance of ∼ 1.0 km is such that
the spurious echoes from UAV did not affect the radar mea-
surements at the flight altitude and time of the UAV. For ex-

ample, Fig. 1 describes the characteristics of flight UAV5.
The other UAVs (4, 6–10) had a similar flight mode, except
for UAV4 and UAV8, during which a first descent was fol-
lowed by a short ascent and a second descent (see Fig. 2, la-
bels 4 and 8; it is imperceptible for UAV4). Panel a shows a
plot of the GPS positions of the UAV with respect to the MU
Radar antenna location. Panel b shows the altitude above sea
level of the UAV as a function of time (black line). The blue
solid and red dotted lines represent the time intervals used
for calculating the temporal average of M2

radar at the altitude

www.ann-geophys.net/35/423/2017/ Ann. Geophys., 35, 423–441, 2017
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of the UAV. Time averages were arbitrarily set to 1 and 4 min
(corresponding to ∼ 14 and ∼ 59 samples, respectively), i.e.,
±30 s and ±2 min around the time of the UAV flight. The
1 min averaged profile is treated as a nearly instantaneous
profile. The 4 min averaged profile should be subject to spo-
radic features and horizontal inhomogeneity a little bit less
but a small time shift (∼ 1.5 min) has to be introduced in or-
der to avoid UAV contaminations in the radar echoes (oc-
curring along the green line of Fig. 1). Therefore, the mean
values are not exactly centered at the time of the UAV. Fi-
nally, the standard deviation of the samples was estimated
from the 4 min datasets for illustrating the time variability of
M2

radar for each sampled altitude. For high SNR values (as is
the case here, typically 20–50 dB; not shown), this variability
is expected to exceed the variability due to estimation errors.

3 Observation results

3.1 General context

Prior to presenting M2 comparison results, we first describe
(Fig. 2b) the main characteristics of the radar echo power
at vertical incidence in the altitude range 1.27 to 8.00 km
on 7 June 2015, from 05:30 to 19:00 LT, during which the
seven UAV flights were made. The corresponding MPL data
are shown in Fig. 2a. The labels in white rectangles indicate
the UAV flights (Table 2). The triangle-shaped signature of
the UAV echoes can be clearly seen in the radar echo power
image. Luce et al. (2017) studied their properties for demon-
strating the performance of the range imaging technique in
detail.

The main features of the atmospheric echoes can be briefly
summarized as follows.

1. Below 2.5 km: intense echoes with more or less irreg-
ular patterns. A persistent layer can be noted around
2.0 km throughout the observation period and a second
one around 1.5 km until 12:00 LT at least. The MPL ob-
servations indicate clouds up to∼ 1.5 km in the convec-
tive boundary layer.

2. Between 2.5 and 4.5 km: a layered structure revealing a
persistent stratification with multiple sheets of gradients
of temperature and humidity.

3. Above 4.5 km: a complex evolution suggesting the ap-
proach of a meteorological front (e.g., Lawson et al.,
2011). Multiple bands of descending radar echo layers
from ∼ 08:00 LT below 8.0 km are followed by a de-
scending cloud layer seen by the MPL from 12:30 LT
below 8.0 km (top of Fig. 2). A proxy of the cloud base
around 14:30 LT is given by the dashed line (7.0 km)
for easy reference. A radar echo layer of 1.0–1.5 km in
depth can be noted at the cloud base and is a signature
of a mid-level cloud-base turbulence (MCT) layer de-
veloping due to a convective instability below a cloudy

frontal zone (e.g., Luce et al., 2010; Kudo, 2013; Kudo
et al., 2015). The probable convective motions inside
the layer are likely the cause of small-scale internal
wave oscillations seen below the turbulent layer down
to 2.0 km at least since they coincide with its passage
(oscillations start from ∼ 14:15 LT). UAV9 and UAV10
could not probe the deep turbulent layer but were prob-
ing the thin oscillating layers. The conditions met by
these UAVs thus contrast with those met during flights
UAV4 to 8, for which the vertical displacements were
smaller.

3.2 UAV4 and UAV6

Two close-ups of a radar echo power map (Fig. 2) are shown
in Fig. 3 for two representative UAV flights (UAV4, panel a,
UAV6, panel b) for easier interpretation of the radar images.
Figure 4 shows

1. the corresponding profiles of temperature and relative
humidity measured during ascent (blue line) and de-
scent (red line).

2. vertical profiles of horizontal wind shear S calculated
at a vertical resolution of 150 m from 30 min averaged
zonal and meridional wind components estimated from
MU Radar Doppler data, using the six beam directions.

3. vertical profiles of Richardson number Ri=N2/S2,
where N2 is the square of the Brünt–Vaïsälä frequency
and S2 is the square of the mean shear. Two (dry) N2

profiles were first estimated from the temperature pro-
files measured during ascent and descent at a vertical
resolution of 150 m and then averaged for estimating a
single profile of Ri.

4. 30 min averaged profiles of the radar aspect sensitivity
defined as AR= Pvert (dB)−Pobl (dB), where Pvert is
the vertical echo power at the resolution of 150 m and
Pobl is the mean oblique echo power defined as the av-
erage of powers measured from the five oblique beams
(see Table 1).

5. 30 min averaged profiles of variance σ 2
turb of Doppler

spectra measured with the vertical beam at a vertical
resolution of 150 m. The nonturbulent contribution due
to beam-broadening effects has been removed by using
a standard procedure (Wilson et al., 2014).

The time averages were performed from 06:07 and 10:02 LT
for UAV4 and UAV6, respectively. Contrary to the strategy
used for M2 studies, time averaging was applied here in or-
der to reduce possible biases on wind estimates (due to the
inhomogeneity of the wind field on short timescales). The
calculated profiles shown in Fig. 4 are only indicative since
the resolutions are quite poor and are intended only for inter-
preting or confirming the interpretation of the radar images
of echo power shown in Fig. 3.

Ann. Geophys., 35, 423–441, 2017 www.ann-geophys.net/35/423/2017/
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Figure 3. (a) Time–height plot of MU Radar echo power at vertical incidence from 05:00 to 07:00 LT on 7 June 2015, corresponding to flight
UAV4. The red (green) line shows the altitude (distance) of the UAV versus time. (b) Same information but for flight UAV6.

From Figs. 3 and 4, it appears that the lower atmosphere
in the range 1.27 to 5.00 km could be schematically divided
into three distinct regions labeled CL, KH and ST.

1. The “CL region” refers to echoing structures rem-
iniscent of cloudy convective cells very similar to
those classically reported by frequency-modulated–
continuous-wave (FM-CW) radar observations (e.g.,
Gossard, 1990). These cells were present during the first
half of the observation period. They were likely asso-
ciated with a convective and moist (cloudy) boundary
layer up to ∼ 1.5 to 1.7 km as indicated by the humidity
profile in Fig. 4 and suggested by the MPL data (Fig. 2).
The top of the CL region is only indicative for UAV4
in Fig. 4 since it differs strongly between ascent and
descent. Updrafts and downdrafts of ∼ 0.5 m s−1 were
observed by the MU Radar in the convective cell envi-
ronment (not shown). The largest echoes are detected at
the edges of the cells where the humidity gradient was
intense. A fish-eye camera at the radar site pointing ver-
tically up revealed cumulus-type clouds during this pe-
riod (not shown). The CL region is associated with low
aspect sensitivity and enhanced σ 2

turb that may indicate
enhanced turbulence.

2. The “KH region” (∼ 1.7 to 2.5 km) refers to an alti-
tude range where Kelvin–Helmholtz shear instabilities
occurred. KH braids of various depths associated with

enhanced echoes can be clearly seen around the ascent
of UAV4, and they were capped by more or less clearly
defined thin layers of enhanced echoes up to a height
of 2.5 km. Similar structures and cat’s eye patterns can
be seen just before and after flight UAV6. The horizon-
tal wavelength of the KH billows can be deduced from
wind speed measured by MU Radar at the altitude of the
critical level, where the phase speed of the KH wave is
equal to background wind speed. It was found that the
wind shear and wind vectors were in the same direction
so that the horizontal wavelength can be calculated as
simply the product of the wind speed and the time spac-
ing between the billows in the radar image. The hori-
zontal wavelength was found to be ∼ 870 m. The KH
region was separated from the CL region by a narrow
range of weak echoes at the bottom. At the height of
∼ 2.5 km, a very thin and persistent echo layer due to
a sharp temperature and humidity gradient (Fig. 4) was
present defining the bottom of the ST region defined be-
low.

Despite the coarse resolution of the observations, all
the parameters shown in Fig. 4 are consistent with the
hypothesis of shear-generated turbulence: enhancement
of the horizontal wind shear, minimum Ri (somewhat
larger than 0.25, but Ri is a scale-dependent parameter;
see Balsley et al., 2008), isotropic echoes (aspect sensi-
tivity close to 0 dB) and enhancement of σ 2

turb.
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Figure 4. (a, b) From left to right: temperature and humidity profiles during ascent (blue) and descent (red) of UAV4, vertical profiles
of horizontal wind shear, Richardson number, radar aspect sensitivity and the turbulent contribution to the variance of Doppler spectra.
(c, d) Same information but for flight UAV6. The labels CL, KH and ST and horizontal dashed lines refer to altitude ranges discussed in the
text. For easy comparisons between the two flights, the dotted profiles for UAV4 (UAV6) show the profiles obtained from UAV6 (UAV4).

KH billows appeared many times during the observation
period (see Fig. 2), but sporadically, indicating that the
billows were organized into patches and were not uni-
formly distributed over a large horizontal domain. Dur-
ing the descent of UAV6, there was no evidence of KH
billows of similar scales, despite dynamic conditions
similar to those met during UAV4. Rather, the radar
echo power image shows a double-layer structure with a
minimum echo power at the center (∼ 2.0 km). The tem-
perature and humidity profiles during flights UAV4 and
UAV6 show distinct features around 2.0 km. During the
ascent and descent of UAV6, the temperature gradient
was nearly adiabatic, and the relative humidity profiles
show step-like structures with nearly constant values in
between. Therefore, a late stage of turbulent mixing (ho-
mogenization) may have been observed during UAV6.

3. The “ST region” (∼ 2.5 to 4.0 km) refers to an altitude
range where thin stratified persistent echo layers were
observed. This region coincides with a drier atmosphere
and with thin layers of sharp temperature and humidity
gradients. Relatively blurred KH braid patterns of weak
intensity between two persistent and thin echo layers
can also be distinguished above ∼ 4.5 km around flight
UAV4 (top of Fig. 3).

3.3 Results of M2 comparisons

Figure 5a–g showM2
UAV profiles (blue curves) superimposed

on M2
radar profiles (black curves) for each of the seven UAV

flights on 7 June 2015. The left and right panels show the re-
sults for ascent and descent, respectively. The 1 min (4 min)
averaged M2

radar profiles are shown in solid (dotted) lines
and the standard deviation (time variability over 4 min) in
horizontal gray bars for each altitude. The three regions la-
beled CL, KH and ST are indicated when present. Horizontal
dashed red lines show the cloud top related to the convective
boundary layer (CBL) given by UAV relative humidity sen-
sor measurements, and the altitude of the interface between
the KH and ST regions is defined by the mean position of the
steep negative humidity gradient at the top of the KH layer.
Note that the vertical extent of the KH region differs slightly
from the vertical separation between the two interfaces. In
addition, the corresponding time–height plot of echo power
during each UAV flight is shown in a small inset for easy
reference. A higher-level cloud layer detected by MPL from
∼ 14:00 LT modified the three-region structure during UAV9
and UAV10. The corresponding MPL observations are shown
for these two flights.

The analysis of the results shown in Fig. 5a–g indicates the
following points.
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Figure 5.
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Figure 5.
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Figure 5. (a) M2
UAV (blue) and M2

radar (solid black: 1 min averaged; dotted black: 4 min averaged) profiles for flight UAV4. The thin black
line is from radar data during the flight, and the bold black line is from radar data collected 7 min before. Gray color shows the standard
deviation over 4 min. The lower red dashed line shows the top of the CL region and the higher one the interface between the KH and ST
regions. (b) Same as (a) (without the thin black line) but for UAV5. (c) Same as (b) but for UAV6. (d) Same as (b) but for UAV7. (e) Same
as (b) but for UAV8. (f) Same as (b) but for UAV9. (g) Same as (b) but for UAV10.

Figure 6. M2
radar plotted against M2

UAV for the seven UAV flights
on 7 June 2015. Red markers correspond to data in the ST region.
The (solid) ellipse focuses on the values mainly obtained in the KH
and CL regions. The (dashed) ellipse shows the low values biased
by the limitations of power minima.

1. An overall good agreement between the characteristics
of the peaks of M2

UAV and M2
radar in the ST region.

a. The amplitude of the fluctuations (on linear scales)
correspond well, and the levels ofM2

radar peaks gen-
erally coincide within a factor of 1 to 6 (very often
less than 2) in magnitude. Therefore, the empirical
calibration of M2

radar based on earlier comparisons
made at stratospheric heights (Luce et al., 2007) is
quite appropriate. The present study therefore is the

first successful attempt to retrieve absolute values
of M2 from radar data at such high time and range
resolutions. These results also confirm that at such
unprecedented high resolutions, the vertical echo
power is strongly dominated by M2, when Fresnel
scatter or reflection occurs as is expected to be the
case in the ST region. However, it still contradicts
the prediction of the models (see Appendix A). The
present results do not provide clarification of this
issue.

b. Most peaks are separated by deeper regions of low-
level M2 so that the correspondence cannot be for-
tuitous, even when there are slight altitude differ-
ences at times (either due to technical issues, e.g.,
GPS altitude errors, or due to atmospheric origin
such as slight tilts or vertical displacements of the
refractive index gradients). These altitude differ-
ences mostly occur during UAV9 and UAV10. They
were expected due to the more pronounced and
high-frequency vertical oscillations produced by
small-scale waves during these flights (see Fig. 2).
In general, the agreement in position reveals the ex-
cellent calibration of the MU Radar in altitude af-
ter the slight correction made by Luce et al. (2017)
from the same dataset.

c. Incidentally, these results still confirm that the
range imaging technique does not produce visible
“ghost” peaks due to some kind of aliasing effects
that could make the technique subject to hypothe-
ses on the atmospheric scatterers. Some rare M2

radar
peaks do not match the M2

UAV peaks in the ST re-
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gion (Fig. 5a, UAV4 descent, ∼ 3.1 km), but the
opposite is also true (e.g., Fig. 5c, UAV6 ascent).
Therefore, the present study constitutes an addi-
tional validation of the range imaging technique.
We found low correlation coefficients between
M2

UAV and M2
radar profiles for all regions (not

shown) despite the close resemblance between
these profiles. However, these low correlations in
the ST region are likely mainly due to small alti-
tude offsets between the thin peaks. Figure 6 shows
a scatterplot ofM2

radar vs.M2
UAV for the seven flights

(ascent and descent) on a logarithmic scale. Most
M2

radar�M2
UAV occurrences (emphasized by the

solid ellipse in Fig. 6) were found in the turbu-
lent KH and CL regions. In addition, a bias due to
radar instrumental (noise) thresholds can be seen
for small values of M2 (dashed ellipse). These bi-
ases should not be taken into account in the in-
terpretation of the results: the figure confirms that
M2

radar ≈M
2
UAV but with a large dispersion, again

partly due to altitude offsets between the thinM2
radar

and M2
UAV peaks.

d. The steep negative humidity gradient (associated
with a steep temperature inversion) at the interface
between the ST and KH regions is a particular case
worthy of separate study. This inversion was the
signature of two humid and dry air masses of syn-
optic scale and persisted throughout the observation
period in the UAV data. It produced large M2

UAV
peaks. Figure 7 shows the time series of M2

UAV and
M2

radar selected at the altitude of the inversion (2.2–
2.6 km). The values compare very well. Their ratio
is less than 2 for 7 cases out of 14 and less than
5 for 11 cases. However, there is a large discrep-
ancy during UAV7 (∼ 11:00 LT) since M2

radar pro-
files do not exhibit clear peaks. The selected values
are somewhat arbitrary. Yet a thin echo layer was
detected at the expected altitude (∼ 2.2 km) around
flight UAV7 (see the inset in Fig. 5d) but tended to
vanish for a while at the time of the flight. These
time fluctuations contrast with the persistent na-
ture of the gradient measured by the UAVs (it even
strengthened further with time until∼ 13:00 LT) in-
dicating that turbulent diffusion was not effective
within the inversion. However, turbulence was ac-
tive below the inversion. Turbulent mixing at the
edges of laminar gradient sheets is often suggested
as an explanation for the fluctuating nature of the
radar echoes generated by these gradients through a
diffuse reflection mechanism (Röttger, 1980; Luce
et al., 1995). We speculate that the roughness or
corrugation of the gradient sheet surface can be the
cause of the discrepancy during UAV7.

Figure 7. Time series of M2
UAV(×1014) (humid and dry) and

M2
radar(×1014) for the selected inversion at the interface between

the KH and ST regions.

2. A much more complex relationship exists between
M2

UAV andM2
radar in the KH region. Highly variable fea-

tures can be found in the range of the KH region and
no clear properties can be concluded from the overall
cases. However, it seems that some tendencies can be
highlighted.

a. When coherent KH billows are probed by both in-
struments (e.g., Fig. 5a, UAV4 ascent) or when they
were observed slightly prior to the UAV flight (e.g.,
Fig. 5a, UAV4 descent; Fig. 5d, UAV7 ascent), both
M2

UAV and M2
radar profiles show strong peaks of

similar amplitudes. However, the M2
UAV and M2

radar
peaks are not observed at the same position giving
the impression of large discrepancies. The M2

radar
peaks during the ascent of UAV4 are the signature
of the edges of the KH billows, where the gradi-
ents should be enhanced by the compression and
stretching of the refractive index field (e.g., Woods,
1968). Therefore, the M2

UAV peaks should be inter-
preted in the same manner. The horizontal wave-
length of the KH wave was 600 to 900 m so that
the UAV and the radar did not probe the same bil-
low structure at the same time and in the same por-
tion of the billows. In addition, the different nature
of the measurements makes it impossible to obtain
agreement similar to that obtained in the ST region.
Part of the disagreement can be explained by the
horizontal variability. The thin solid line in Fig. 5a
(UAV4 ascent) shows the 1 min averaged profile
during the UAV flight. There are large discrepan-
cies near the top of the KH region. The apparent tra-
jectory of the UAV in the radar image suggests that
the UAV crossed the top edge of a KH billow. But
the measurements were made ∼ 1 km apart. Com-
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parisons made with radar measurements collected
7 min before the UAV flight provide a better agree-
ment, but they are not consistent with the hypoth-
esis of frozen advection by the wind (analysis not
shown).
Another substantial disagreement was observed
during the ascent of UAV9 (Fig. 5f) for which the
M2

UAV enhancements associated with the KH region
were detected about 200 m above the corresponding
M2

radar enhancements (solid black lines). The KH
region was moving up and its vertical displacement
was observed by the UAV first. Comparisons made
with radar data collected about 10 min later provide
a better qualitative agreement (dashed black lines).

b. An important feature can be noted when analyz-
ing the KH region from flights UAV4 to UAV6.
Schematically speaking, the detectable KH bil-
lows progressively disappeared; they were deep
(∼ 300 m) and were clearly delineated during
UAV4 (ascent). They were more diffuse and thinner
during UAV5, and disappeared during UAV6 (see
the insets of Fig. 5a, b and c). It is not necessar-
ily a time evolution since the radar did not probe
the same billows. But these observations can corre-
spond to various stages of turbulence decay in the
KH region. During UAV6 (ascent and descent) and
UAV7 (ascent), there is a large discrepancy between
M2

UAV and M2
radar contrasting with the results ob-

tained in the ST region. Strong peaks of M2
radar are

observed at the core of the turbulent layer, while
M2

UAV is at a minimum but enhanced at the edges
of the layer. Therefore, the enhanced echo power
associated with isotropic backscatter is not related
to a strong background refractive index gradient. To
our knowledge, this is the first time that this prop-
erty is so clearly highlighted from radar and in situ
M2 comparisons. It is likely due to the high reso-
lution and the proximity of the measurements for
ensuring that both the radar and the UAV observed
the same atmospheric conditions. However, this ob-
servation should not be considered conclusive since
many studies have reported turbulent layers with
enhanced M2 but at much coarser resolutions (e.g.,
Hooper and Thomas, 1998).
It follows that the empirical K coefficient applied
to radar echo power for estimating M2 and suit-
able for Fresnel scatter or reflection does not sat-
isfy the conditions in the turbulent layer for which
isotropic Bragg scatter is expected. It is consistent
with the fact that radar equations differ according
to the backscatter mechanisms (see Appendix A).
But how can strong echoes be observed if the back-
ground refractive index gradient is weak? In such
a case, the dominant parameter would be the outer

scale of turbulence L0 in the radar equation since
P ∼ L

4/3
0 M2 (see Appendix A). Because the ap-

pliedK coefficient contains unknown properties as-
sociated with Fresnel scatter or reflection model
(A1.4b, A1.4c), it is not possible to make a qual-
itative estimate of L0 for fitting the observed radar
echo power. But we speculate thatL0 was enhanced
during UAV6 and UAV7 (ascent). We note that
M2

UAV and M2
radar agree well in the turbulent layer

during UAV7 (descent). Radar echoes are now at
a minimum, and this feature may indicate the late
decay stage of turbulence (e.g., Fritts et al., 2011).

3. M2
UAV ≤M

2
radar in convective clouds.

a. As expected, significant peaks of M2
UAV and M2

radar
were detected at the boundaries of convective
clouds (dashed red lines in Fig. 5). Noting that the
boundaries of cumulus clouds are highly irregular,
as suggested by the bumpy shape of their signa-
ture in the radar echo power maps, the agreement
is fairly good (Fig. 5). According to the mean wind
speed observed at the cloud level (between 1.27 and
1.7 km), the cloud cells typically had a horizontal
scale of ∼ 1000 m. Therefore, the UAV and radar
did not probe the same cells at the same time and
more detailed conclusions cannot be obtained.

b. Both M2
UAV and M2

radarin cloudy air can be weak
and minimal (e.g., Fig. 5d, UAV7 (descent); Fig. 5f,
UAV9; Fig. 5g, UV10). In contrast, M2

radar is much
larger than M2

UAV during flight UAV4 (descent)
(Fig. 5a) and to a lesser extent, during flight UAV6
(Fig. 5c). Several explanations are explored.

– M2
UAV given by Eq. (2) is not relevant for moist

saturated conditions. A more proper expression
for saturated air (M2

sat) that takes into account
the latent heat release resulting from vertical
pseudoadiabatic displacements was proposed
by Vaughan and Worthington (2000). It predicts
a much lower value of M2 for saturated condi-
tions. Therefore, comparisons with M2

sat would
amplify the differences with M2

radar observed
during UAV4 (descent) and thus would not ex-
plain the present observations. M2

sat is suitable
for precipitating clouds or for moist air early
after the rain ceased because the air refractive
index irregularities are suppressed by precipita-
tion (Vaughan and Worthington, 2000).

– (Isotropic) turbulence in the convective cloud
can be an alternative explanation (Fig. 3). If
the turbulent nature of the cloud is a more im-
portant factor than air saturation, characteristics
similar to those observed at the core of the KH
turbulent layer and discussed in paragraph 2a
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may occur. Therefore, the difference would re-
sult from the irrelevant M2 model (and K fac-
tor).

– The generation of small-scale irregularities pro-
duced by the downward entrainment of non-
saturated air from above at the cloud edges is
the third possible explanation. Convective up-
drafts and downdrafts (±0.5 m s−1 as observed
by the MU Radar, not shown) would trans-
port these irregularities vertically, explaining
the belt-shaped morphology of the echoes near
the cloud top (e.g., Fig. 3a).

4 Summary and conclusions

The present paper describes new results of comparisons be-
tween the vertical profiles of the square of the general-
ized potential refractive index gradient M2 derived from the
MU Radar and in situ measurements using small UAVs.
The dataset was gathered during the ShUREX campaign
(June 2015) at the Shigaraki MU observatory (Kantha et
al., 2017). Comparisons were made in the lower atmosphere
(1.27–∼ 4.00 km) for seven consecutive flights during the
day from 05:44 to 17:33 LT on 7 June 2015. The study is
significant because

1. in situ measurements of pressure, temperature and hu-
midity at 1 Hz and time responses similar to those pro-
vided by WMO radiosondes were made by IMET sonde
sensors on the DataHawk UAV. This avoids the problem
of horizontal wind drift (which can be a major issue for
radiosondes hung below meteorological balloons when
the wind is strong). The UAVs flew close to the MU
Radar site at a constant horizontal distance of ∼ 1 km
from the antenna array.

2. comparisons could be made using UAV data collected
during ascent and descent with a short time difference
between the two and for seven consecutive flights over
13 h.

3. the colocation of the radar and UAV measurements
made it possible to compare the M2

UAV profiles with
nearly instantaneous M2

radar profiles (time averages of
1–4 min) reconstructed along the UAV flight paths. Al-
most all the previous studies based on radar and ra-
diosonde data made comparisons using longer temporal
averages (typically 30–60 min), without considering the
height of the balloons during the averaging time.

4. the radar profiles were acquired in range imaging mode
with Capon processing so that a much better vertical
resolution (factor of∼ 10 better) than the previous stud-
ies could be achieved. The M2

UAV profiles were calcu-
lated at a vertical resolution of 20 m and the radar pro-

files were resampled at the UAV height so that quantita-
tive comparisons at unprecedented time and range reso-
lutions could be made. The present approach minimizes
the low-pass filtering effects resulting from radar time
integration and radar volume averaging.

5. an attempt to compare absolute values was made based
on an empirical calibration obtained from results of a
previous study with the MU Radar operating in a similar
mode.

6. the agreements and discrepancies were interpreted in
light of the prevailing backscatter mechanisms based on
the radar echo aspect sensitivity and analyses of the dy-
namical conditions (e.g., Richardson number).

The main conclusions are as follows.

1. The high-resolution M2
UAV and M2

radar profiles agree
well in stratified conditions, i.e., when the atmosphere
is comprised of a stack of thin temperature and humid-
ity gradient sheets between nearly homogeneous layers.

The comparisons, made on linear scales, reveal similar
levels of the M2 peaks and similar level dynamics with
height. M2

radar peaks coincide with M2
UAV peaks, except

on a few occasions. Some altitude differences can be ex-
plained by vertical air displacements due to small-scale
internal waves. The study thus confirms that

a. the range imaging mode truly improves the range
resolution without generating any ghost layer.

b. the UAV measurement configuration used (helical
path) is suitable for measuring vertical gradients of
temperature and humidity so that M2

UAV and M2
radar

profiles are consistent with each other for stratified
ambient conditions.

c. the vertical echo power is proportional to M2, even
on a scale down to a few tens of meters, when Fres-
nel scatter or reflection is expected to dominate.
The calibration applied to the radar equation was
suitable for reconstructing the M2 levels given by
the UAV data. The MU Radar in range imaging
mode thus provides a faithful image of the verti-
cal distribution and time evolution of the humid-
ity and temperature gradients as confirmed by mea-
surements from UAV-borne in situ sensors down to
a vertical scale of a few tens of meters.

d. the temperature and humidity gradients detected
by the UAVs and the MU Radar extend horizon-
tally over 1 km (the UAV–antenna-array distance) at
least, and much more if we consider the advection
by the wind. Both the radar and the UAV appear to
have observed the same gradient layers.

2. The comparison is more qualitative in layers exhibiting
Kelvin–Helmholtz billow activity, at least partly due to
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the small horizontal scale (wavelength less than 1 km)
and tilts of these coherent structures. The largest dis-
crepancies between M2

UAV and M2
radarprofiles could be

observed when KH billows fade away, but the layer is
still turbulent and echoes are isotropic. In some cases,
M2

UAV was minimal while M2
radar was maximal at the

core of the turbulent layer. This property was also ob-
served in turbulent convective clouds. It is consistent
with the fact that the Fresnel scatter model used (and the
associated calibration factor K) should not be adapted
to Bragg scatter. Therefore, absolute values of M2

radar
can differ from M2

UAV in a turbulent layer. These differ-
ences, according to the prevailing backscattering mech-
anisms, emerged here very likely due to the high time
and range resolution of the radar data. Accurate com-
parisons with in situ data were possible due to the nearly
colocated and simultaneous measurements made by the
UAV system.

3. Strong peaks of M2
radar are observed at the core of a tur-

bulent layer, whileM2
UAV is minimal but enhanced at the

edges of the layer.

Data availability. Raw datasets are still under processing for other
purposes and cannot be available to the public.
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Appendix A: Relationship between M2 and VHF radar
echo power at vertical incidence

Basically, there exist three main backscattering mechanisms
for interpreting VHF radar clear-air echoes:

1. Bragg (3-D turbulent) scatter

2. Fresnel scatter from multiple and random gradients fill-
ing the radar resolution volume (the refractive index
fluctuations are random along the vertical)

3. Fresnel or partial reflection (from a single, deterministic
and localized gradient within the radar volume).

The mechanisms (1) and (2) reveal an M2 dependence of
the echo power as shown by Gage and Balsley (1980). The
third mechanism, deemed more unlikely for a long time and
mainly due to the coarse range resolution of the VHF radars,
also predicts an M2 dependence as indicated below.

1. (Isotropic) turbulent scatter (e.g., Tatarski, 1961; Van
Zandt et al., 1978; Gage and Balsley, 1980; Hooper et
al., 2004):

P =
α2PtAe1zα

′L
4/3
0 M2

λ1/3z2 , (A1)

where α is a loss coefficient depending on the radar
antenna and transmitting and receiving system perfor-
mances, Pt, the transmitted power, Ae, the (effective)
antenna array, 1z, the range resolution given by the
transmitted pulse length τ(1z= 1/2cτ), z, the altitude
of the center of the range gate, λ, the radar wavelength,
α′, a ratio of eddy diffusion coefficients for the poten-
tial refractive index and heat, L0, an outer scale of tur-
bulence defined as the largest scale for which the tur-
bulence is isotropic (Silverman, 1956; Tatarski, 1961),
M2, the squared background vertical gradient of gen-
eralized potential refractive index (Ottersten, 1969), on
the scale of the radar range resolution 1z.

2. Fresnel scatter (e.g., Ottersten, 1969; Gage et al., 1985):

P =
α2PtA

2
e1zF(λ)

2M2

λ2z2 , (A2)

where F(λ) is a wavelength-dependent factor of propor-
tionality, which relates the magnitude of the λ/2 har-
monic component of M over the altitude interval 1z.
The other parameters are the same as in Eq. (A1).

3. Fresnel reflection (e.g., Röttger and Liu, 1978):

P =
α2PtA

2
e

4λ2z2 |ρ|
2,

where |ρ|2 is the squared reflection coefficient pro-
duced by the refractive index gradient. In the Wentzel–
Kramers–Brillouin approximation,

ρ =
1
2

1L/2∫
−1L/2

dn
dz

exp(−2kiz)dz,

where 1L is the gradient depth. Introducing the nor-
malizations, z∗ = z/1L and n∗ = n/1n,

ρ =
1
2
1n

1L
1L

1/2∫
−1/2

dn∗

dz∗
exp

(
−2ki1Lz∗

)
dz∗,

i.e.,

|ρ|2 =
1
4
M21L2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1/2∫
−1/2

dn∗

dz∗
exp

(
−2ki1Lz∗

)
dz∗

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

=M2G(λ,1L)2.

Therefore, even for the Fresnel reflection model, the
echo power is proportional to M2:

P =
α2PtA

2
e

4λ2z2 M
2G(λ,1L)2. (A3)

But here, M2 is the squared value of a local gradi-
ent within the range gate. G(λ,1L)2 is function of the
depth and shape of the gradient.

All three models predict that echo power is proportional to
M2, but each model has an additional and a priori important
factor:

L
4/3
0 for the turbulent scatter, (A4a)

F(λ)2 for the Fresnel scatter, (A4b)

G(λ,1L)2 for the Fresnel reflection. (A4c)

There is no reason to assume that these coefficients are con-
stant with altitude. We can even expect extremely large vari-
ations in these (e.g., Woodman and Chu, 1989). The fac-
tors (A4a), (A4b) and (A4c) should dominate or at least could
be a source of large discrepancies when comparing echo
power andM2. But this is not so, at least at first glance, from
comparisons made in the literature.

To our knowledge, all previous comparisons with balloon
data have been made at relative levels, mainly due to the
difficulty of power calibration (e.g., Röttger, 1979; Green
and Gage, 1980; Larsen and Röttger, 1983; Tsuda et al.,
1988; Vincent et al., 1998; Hooper et al., 2004). Balloon-
derived M2 has been compared with radar echo power at
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zenith incidence without any assumption on the backscatter-
ing mechanism (which may be different at different altitudes,
depending on turbulence and stability). All these studies con-
cluded that, at least as a first approximation, the coefficients
in Eqs. (A4a), (A4b) and (A4c) can be considered as con-
stants.

The agreements were generally considered as “sufficiently
good” for confirming thatM2 is the dominant term, at least in
a statistical sense and typically at range resolutions of 150–
1000 m and time averaging of 30–60 min. The first compar-
isons in range imaging mode by Chilson et al. (2001) and
Luce et al. (2007) presented results of comparisons with the
MU Radar at a vertical sampling of 50 m and a time averag-
ing of 30 min for stratospheric heights. When there was dis-
agreement at a given altitude, its interpretation was always
hampered by the non-colocation of the radar and balloon
measurements. In Luce et al. (2007), the authors showed that
taking into account the wind advection can often improve the
comparison agreements. Some discrepancies, as those shown
by Vincent et al. (1998) in theM2 minima, are obviously due
to the lack of radar echo power dynamics (radar noise contri-
bution) and range smoothing effects. The radar is expected to
detect the maxima better than the minima, and a linear repre-
sentation of the comparisons as made by Hooper et al. (2004)
and Luce et al. (2007) is also adopted here.
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